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Verification of GeoVerify 
 
Shoppers will enter a special code in the box to the right of GeoVerify. 
(Shoppers view) 

 
 
 
This is the page after the shopper has submitted their survey.  Next to GeoVerify the shopper has error 
messages.   

 Your position was .41 mi from the store location. – ERROR 
 Date does NOT match your report shop date. – ERROR 
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Once the shop has been submitted and the account rep put shop in Hold B.  The only difference on your view is 
you will see on the right GeoVerify (via JobSlinger Mystery Shop Mate): 
At 10:06:23 AM EST on 2013-12-27 the shopper’s phone registered this location (0.41 mi/0.66 km from Shop 
Location) 
GV status: needs reviewer approval 
 * You will need to click on this location.  This will pull up a Google map. See next picture. 
(Reviewer View) 

 
After you have click on this location, this screen will come up.  You will see a Google map and also be asked to 
verify that the position of the shopper is correct. 
This date and position are: 
○Correct 
○Uncertain 
○Incorrect 
 Submit. 
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As you can see on the Google map, it has mapped out the location of the client and the location of the shopper.  
A) is the shopper and B) is the client. 
On the left of the map it gives you turn, by turn directions. 

 As you can see this shopper was no where near the client.  The shopper was .4 mi from Shop 
Location. 

 There shouldn’t be any shops more that .1 to .2 miles from the fiscal address.  This is all read be 
satellite, so for our very small towns in the middle of no where, you will need to have Becky or 
Jennifer look these over for verification. 
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After you have submitted your decision on if the location is correct or not, you will see on the survey “GV 
status: Incorrect” (Being the shop on this sample, the shopper was not at the correct location, if the shopper was 
at the correct location you would then see “GV status: Correct”.) and the persons name that marked the 
GeoVerify. 
  
 There is not a trigger or anything that is sent out when GeoVerify is marked “incorrect” or “uncertain”.  
You will also need to mark in the green box that you are either waiting on Jennifer or Becky OR you are getting 
with the shopper.  Then you will need to put the shop on Hold A and email Jennifer or Becky.  Once shop has 
been corrected by Jennifer or Becky and there is nothing else wrong with they shop, we put the shop on Hold B. 
 

 
 


